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Were I to list the number of occasions I
have written about and cited Robert K. Mer-
ton, the space available to me to write this
brief introduction would be exhausted.
However, I know of no other instance in
which Bob Merton and I have actually col-
laborated from scratch to produce a co-
authored work. So when he called me one
day to suggest that we honor our mutual
friend, Derek I%ce, by a joint effort, I was
thrilled-indeed, exhilarated-by the oppor-
tunity to join my mentor in this special
tribute. The result of that effort follows. I
even broke from my own hard-and-fast rule
never to use footnotes, but that seems a
trivial compromise.

Of course, Professor Merton’s long asso-
ciation with Columbia University, as well
as my own feelings about it as an alumnus,
made it particularly appropriate for us to re-
spond to the suggestion from the director of
the Columbia University Press to introduce
the reprinting of the now-classic book, f.it-
tie Science, Big Science (LSBS). Apart from
the above explanation, I need ordy add that
the name of Derek John de Solla Price will
not be unfamiliar to Current Corsten@
readers. Even if they are not historians of
science or scientometricians, I have written
about him or cited his work so otlen that it
is inevitable he would become an ISI”
household word.

My last essays dedicated to Derek ap-
peared in the summers of 1984 and 1985–
tributes to a scholar who strode like a giant
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through the field he himself founded. 1.2In-
ded, so pervasive was his intluence that the
advisory board of Scientomettics, a journal
he helped start, established an award in his
hono~ the Derek J. de Solla Price Memorial
Medal for contributions in the field of sci-
entometrics. I was honored to be the first
recipient of the Medal in 1985 and was
pleased to present it to Michael J. Morav-
csik, University of Oregon, Eugene, last
year.

Rice is best known for LSBS.3 Original-
ly published in 1963, it has been cited over
800 times through 1986, making it Derek’s
most-cited work. It has long since become
a Citation Classic@, and Price’s commen-
tary on it has been reprinted in the new
edkion of L.SBSand will be included in con-

tetnporaty Classics in the Social and Behav-
ioral Sciences. This volume, now in press,
has been compiled for 1S1Press” by sociol-
ogist Neil Smelser, University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley; the foreword has been writ-
ten by Merton.

The reprinted version of LSBS, entitled
Little Science, Big Science... and Beyond,5
includes not only the original, unabridged
text from the 1963 edition but also nine of
the papers Price wrote subsequent to its pub-
lication. These include four of hk most
highly cited works from the mid- 1960s to
1970 as we~ as his last paper, “Of se-ding
wax and string.”6 Reviewing the new edi-
tion of LSBS, 1S1’sHertry Small described
it as not only “highly useful, ” but also said
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that’ ‘Price’s energy, enthusiasm and com-
mitment are transmitted through every page
of these essays.”~

It is hard to believe that more than three
years have passed since Derek’s untimely
death in the fall of 1983. But in reading his
work so regularly, we keep him alive in our

minds and hearts. Derek’s ideas are stifl vital
parts of the growing disciplines of the
history of science and scientometrics. The
reprinting of Little Science, Big Science is
testimony to the richness and utility of
Derek’s observations.
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On its first appearance, this book crystallized a
new element in the historiography and sociology
of science. It did so in rhe course of examining
the major transformation in the structure of sci-
ence prefigured in its title: from little to big sci-
ence. As is often the case with innovativeinquiry,
the methods of investigation have proved to tx
rather more conaequetrtial for an understanding
of the subject than fhe provisional results reached
by uae of those methods. For in ehrcidating the
social and cognrtive arithmetic of science, this
book did much to iay the totmdations of the field
of inquiry given over to the quantitative anafysis
of science and scientific development—the field
that has come to be known as scientornetrics,or,
at times, bibliometrics. And although the gene-
alogy of science and learning has become some-
what crowded with the ascribed founders of this
or that discipline, of this or that specialty, we can
hardly doubt that with this book and the papers

wh[ch followed it—nine of them included in this
new edition-Derek John de SMa J%ee takea his
place as the father of aeientometrics.

Throughout the book, its author is mindful of
the dktant as well as the immediate antecedents
of hk own approach to the tdstoriography and
aoeiologyof science. He invokesthe attitudesand
practices of that inveterate nineteenth-century
measurer of many things, Sii Francis Galton, just
as he alludes to Sir Wllliarn Petty, whose
systematicstudy of bills of mortality in the aeven-
teenrh century inaugumted what he described aa
“political arithmetic.” It is symbolically apt,
therefore, that in an address to the New York
Academy of Scienees a decade ago, Price should
have elected the titfe “The Political Arithmetic
of SciencePolicy.” Himselfpassionately&voted
to the takingof measurements’‘drawntiom many
numerical indicators of the various fields and
aapeetaof science,” Derek Price mu be deaeribed,
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in an almost inevitable eponymous metaphor, as
the Willismt-Petty-and-the-l%rrcis-Galton of the
Iristoriography and sociology of science.*

Throughout the book, the style of thought and
expressionbears the author’s unmistakablestamp.
This is evident from the very first page where we
find the pitby aphorism: “we can say that 80 to
90 percent of rdfthe scientiststhat have ever lived
are alNe now. ” So often quoted for so many
years, the aphorism in ita appearance here may
lead some new readers to suppose that Price must
himself ix quoting, with obliteration of source,
from someone’searlier work. But that is onty the
most familiar case in which he encodes his new
ideas in lively and memorable prose. In a felici-
tous stroke of terrninological rccoinage, to take
another case, he adopta and conceptuallyextends
Robert Boyle’sseventeenth+mtury term, ‘‘invisi-
ble college,” to designatethe informal collectives
of closely interacting scientists, generally limited
to a size “that can be handled by interpersonal
relationships.” Invisiblecoffeges,he suggests,are
significantsocisdand cognitiveformationsthat ad-
vance the research fronts of science, a concep-
tion largely confirmed by the early studies of
Crane and Mtdlins and explored in some 300 ar-
ticles and monographs lately compiled by Chu-
bin. 1 Metaphors such as the invisible college
serve to fix in memory some of Price’s many con-
tributions to what he describes as “the calculus
of science. ”

Derek Price enjoyed, indeed, actively cultivat-
ed, a distinct kind of theoretical panache. In the
words of Henry Small, a member of the same in-
visible college, Price as a theoretician of science
took data seriously—but not too seriously. Nor
was he given to understatement, Where others
might be inclined to speak of “hypotheses” or,
at most, of’ ‘empiricalgeneralizations,” he liked
to speak of’ ‘laws” of the developmentof science.
No mutineer, he created his own orthcrdoxiesbut
then did not invariably abide by these, either.
What did rctrtaittintact was a style of thought that
coufd ever after be recognizedinstantly. His flair
for the dramatic oflen served to call attention to
ideas and problems that had long gone unex-
amined.

Fired by Price’s ample numericsdimagination,
this book is dedicated to establishing and inter-
preting the magnitudes of growth in’ ‘the size of
science”: in the numbers of scientists and scien-
tific publications and in the societal resources
aflocated to the pursuit of science and sciettse-
basedtcdtrtology. But, as is emphaticallyasserted,
it is not so much the sheer exponential growth in
the size of science-an estimated five orders of
magnitudein three centuries-as the logisticchar-
acter of that growth that calls for speciaf notice.
It is arguedthat the inevitablesaturationof science
will require freshly formtdated science policy:
“new and exciting tactics for science. ” Much of
the book sets out the Pricean vision of the chang-
ing structure anddyrtatrdcsof scientificwork over
a wide spectrumranging from modesof collabora-
tion found in invisible colleges to global aspects
of contemporary science.

That vision is entarged by the array of Price’s
later papers included in this edition of the book.
“Networks of Scientific Papers” is probably his
most important single contributionto information
science, A pioneering effort to characterize the
world network of scientific literature, it indicates
that patterns of citation to the papers composing
that literature define the parameters of research
fronts in science. As the scientometrician Belver
Griffith has tcatified, it was this paper, along with
LMe Science, Big Science, which drew many
young scholars, including himself, to the quan-
titative study of science.

The other papera included here are also inno-
vative, Not since Bertrand RusselI had distin-
guished between “bard” data and “soft” data in
his 1914LoweffLectures-these being published
in the trcxsk &r Knowledge of the Erterrrd
W’ork+hadany historianor sociologistof science
undertaken systematic quantitative study of sirtri-
Iarities and differences among the various disci-
plines making diverse use of these types of evi-
dence. In “Citation Measures of Hard Science,
Soft Science, Technology, and Conscience, ”
Price, undaunted by another difficult pioneering
effort, undertakesto elucidatecertain features that
distinguish kinds of scientific from nonscientific
scholarship. This he attempts to do by compar-

*Upon reading this foreword, Ellen Price, Derek’s Danish-born wife, wrote to provide the ukirnate evidence
that Derek could put even the great Gshon to shame in the depth of his passion for measurement. With her permis-

sion, we quote the deck.ive passage in her iette~ ‘“when I bgsn labor with our fist chitd, L*, in ‘SO, Derek

obtained some graph paper to mark down the periodicity of ccnnraceionsin order to predict the birth-time of tbe

baby-but Nature doesn’t work quite like that-and Derek &came very sngry-Gud had let him down-dam it,

it ought to work this way. The conclusion-God was really not very smart-just look at the rotten job be did on

otxics of the eye!”

A paragraph rerniniwent, not least in its beautifully calibrated usc of the expressive Sternisn dash, of Tristranr

Shandy’s many passages on tbe vicissitudes of his own birth, white tetting ever@irrg of Derek’s rnenaurstive passion.
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ing the proportions of citations in the various dis-
ciplines which have high “immediacy” (i.e., ref-
erences to research publishedwithin the preceding
five yeara). He cxmcludeawith the hypothesis,still
on trial, that the higher the proportion of refer-
ences to older research in particular works of
scholarship,the more probablethat they are works
of soft science or the humanities.

We refer here to oniy one more, the last, of
the nine papers includedin this editionof the book
which advance ideas stated or implied in the first
edition. Linked with the technique of cogitation
analysis introducedby Small and Oriffithand with
the concept of cumulative advantage in science
introduced by Merton,z “The Citation Cycle”
visualizes an intrinsic structure of cognitive rela-
tionshipsMween the scientificarchive and newly
developing scientific knowledge. A playful end-
note tells much-in-little a-boutits author’s tiring
exchanges with the bureaucracies of science:
“his paper acknowledgesno supportwhatsoever
from any agency or foundation, but then, no time
wasted, either, horn preparing and submittingpr-
oposals.‘‘

Little Science, Big Science has acquired world-
wide fame and, much more to fhe point, has been
put to worldwide sclrokwiy use. In light of its
author’s many-sided applicationsof citation anal-
ysis, it is only apropos to note that the fourteen
books he wrote or edited and his approximately
240 published scientific papers have been cited
in at least 2,200 articles, a figure that places hlm
well within the higheat 1percent of contemporary
cited authors. (That citation figure does not in-

clude the unnumbered references to his work in
booka.) Of all Price’s writings, this book has re-
ceived the greatest notice by far, with some 725
articles referring to it alone. The citations are
found in the journals of some 80 dkciplines or
sPcciahies, ranging from A (aeronautics and an-
thropology) to Z (zoology) with, of course, the
greateat mneentration in information science, sci-
entometrics, and the social studies of science. It
is drawn upon for its distinctive methods and for
the disparateempiricalevidenceit brings together.
Moreover, the book plainly has staying power.
The number of references to a scientific paper or
hcok generally peaks about two to five years after
~bfication. In contrast, the referencesto this book
continued to increase for a dozen years and have
pre~ much maintained that peak plateau during
the decade since. one therefore has reason to SUP
pose that the publication of this new edition will
lead to a new upswing of attention to it.

The exceptiomd hk.tory of the book led to its
being designated as a “Citation Classic” by Cur-
rent Csmterfts,the weekly overview of the con-
tents of scientific and scholarly journals. In ac-
cord with the practice of having the author of a
citation classic telI how the work came to be,
Derek prim wrote his account, shortly before his
premature death in 1983.That brief statementcart
be taken as in effect his preface to this new edit-
ion, as we paraphrase his much-quotedaphorism
in makinga reasonablesurmise: most of the thrre
readers of tltk patbmaking book are probably not
yet alive.
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